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Air-taxi services for visitors and residents of WASL properties, hotels, golfing and 

boating venues. 

FLUTR (the Urban Aerial Mobility company) is pleased to announce a new partnership with wasl (the 

Gulf’s largest property developer) to provide aerial mobility services for their 47,000 residential and 

commercial properties, hotels/apartments, golfing and boating venues, including the portfolio of 

internationally recognized brands including Le Meridien, Al Mina, Dusit, Hyatt, Hilton, Mandarin Oriental 

and Marriott brands, as well as some of Dubai’s most iconic leisure-based venues, the Dubai Creek Golf & 

Yacht Club, Dubai Creek Marina, Emirates Golf Club and Jumeirah Golf Estates. 

Wasl and FLUTR will partner to create an incredible transport experience while reducing travel times and 

transport friction for these venues via this new aerial mobility option. 

FLUTR Urban Aerial Mobility, whose team has a strong aviation background in innovative urban aerial 

mobility solutions and airline based operations, and is focused on developing low-cost and low-noise air 

transport solutions, will provide the vehicle and operating services, while wasl will provide locations for 

take-off and landing. 

The FLUTR network is designed as a low-cost point-to-point air transport network to get people from A to 

B, as fast as possible, by air, at the lowest possible cost, and is designed from inception to service the 

broad array of use cases of wasl’s tenants and visitors at their residential, commercial and leisure 

properties, utilizing the FLUTR 2 and 3 seat VTOL vehicles. 
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Initially focusing on Airport routes To/From wasl properties, the passengers and their luggage will be able 

to flutter to any airport in the region in just a few minutes, and later to almost any destination in the 

region. 

Traveling at up to 250kph (155mph), in a comfortable low-cost volume produced air vehicle, powered by 

sustainable fuel or battery, and controlled by conventional, automatic or remote piloting technology, 

passengers will be able to hail a ride directly from FLUTR or find the nearest available vehicle and self-fly. 

The FLUTR air transport system is designed to tiptoe on the environment, being designed from the outset 

to work from existing buildings, taking off and landing on forecourts, driveways, carparks and low-traffic  

streets, avoiding the traditional requirements of having to install carbon-intensive and expensive 

infrastructure and ground handling facilities. 

The breakthrough is the integration of the operation from existing buildings; taking off and landing on 

forecourts, driveways, carparks and low-traffic streets, avoiding the traditional installation requirements 

of carbon-intensive and expensive ground facilities. 

Each vehicle will be equipped with new technologies that traditional helicopters aren’t able to offer, such 

as shrouded rotors for bystander safety, parachute, bump tolerant structure in case of light ground 

collision, remote pilot communications, electric wheels for ground maneuvering, air traffic anti-collision, 

battery and sustainable fuel (SAF) options, and many more.  

The network will launch upon successful testing and verification of the vehicle and systems to standards 

according to the government safety authorities GCAA (UAE), DCAA (Dubai) and EASA (Germany), at a date 

yet to be announced. 

CEO Cameron Spencer says “It is a challenge to incorporate this much functionality and performance into 

such a small vehicle (only a single car park space when folded), but we didn’t want to compromise on the 

vision of being able to zip through all the local airspace around us that is essentially un-used, being able 

to get anywhere by air on-demand,. This is not only an exciting innovation for Dubai, but a big move 

forward for aviation and urban aerial mobility”.  

#flutr #wasl #uam #vtol #evtol #aam #future #dubai #uae #saudiarabia #Qatar #abudhabi #ajman 

#fujairah #rasalkhaimah #sharjah #ummalquwain #mobility #transport #future #technology #LeMeridien 

#AlMina #Dusit #Hyatt #Hilton #MandarinOriental #Marriott #DubaiCreekGolf @mydubaicity 

@EmiratesGC @JumeirahGolfEst  
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